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Highway between Sudan and Ethiopia built by China 

Ethiopia and Sudan have both announced the opening of a new highway financed by the Chinese 

government. The aim of the new motorway is to promote trade and development in the region. The 

new highway runs over 100 km in length, and connects Asossa (Ethiopia) with Kumruk (Sudan), 

making trade and travel considerably easier, reports the Egyptian Bikya News. The US$27 million 

cost was financed by China and opens up another route permitting landlocked Ethiopia to trade with 

its neighbors, according to Pan African Times. 

 

Chinese reaction to Mali conflict 

Chinese Ambassador to Mali, Cao Zhongming, recently said that Chinese companies operating in the 

Segou region, a region close to the conflict, had withdrawn their workers and sent their staff to  

Bamako, according to the Chinese CNTV. Curiously, Moscow and Beijing haven't yet commented on 

the French intervention in Mali (in contrast to their strong opposition to intervention in Syria ), which 

came to light ipso facto and has rapidly morphed through the past week into a concerted Western 

enterprise in Africa, reports Asia Times Online. 

 

Sudan pledges to protect Chinese workers in Darfur 

Sudan has announced the formation of a security belt composed of army, police and security to  

ensure the continuation of the construction of Al-Ingaz road and the protection of workers, according 

to Sudan Tribune. These security measures were taken after the abduction of four Chinese workers 

in the Darfur region last week. The Chinese embassy in Sudan said the kidnapping should not put 

the relations between China and Sudan in a negative light, reports Aljazeera.  

 

Chinese media reports Chinese medicine becoming more popular in Africa 

Traditional Chinese medical science is becoming more and more popular in Ghana because of the 

affordable price and reported effectiveness, according to Shanghai Daily. Kingsly Anane, a 45-year-

old Ghanaian accountant, said that he has had waist pains for over one year and took various kind of 

medicine but the pain still persisted. He tried a body massage and acupuncture treatment from a  

Chinese doctor and believes that it helped him, reports the China’s People Daily.  

 

Can Beijing ‘airpocalypse’ have a positive effect? 

The Chinese government-controlled press usually tries to put the best possible spin on Beijing's  

notorious pollution problem. The national media has reacted to the recent smog crisis in Beijing with 

a startling frankness, calling it "airpocalypse", reports the American The Atlantic. Wang Anshun, the 

Major of Beijing, vowed to strengthen air quality monitoring and analysis, as well as the release of 

pollution information. He said the city will also speed up the promotion of clean energy in rural areas 

and strictly control dust in construction projects, reports China Daily. 
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